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Communication Passport
Adam is a very happy, smiley and beautiful
little boy. He is clever and loves numbers and
technology. He thrives on movement and is
very caring to his siblings.

Adam has a diagnosis of Autism, Epilepsy and
Sensory Processing Difficulties. He is hypersensitive
and suffers from sensory overload. Adam also has
PICA behaviour which need careful support &
monitoring .
Born – 10.09.2011
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Thank you all, for taking
the time to read all the
important things who
make me who I am, I
hope my
communication
passport has helped.
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About Me
Hello, I’m Adam and I’m 10 years old. I am a very happy
content little boy. I prefer when there is routine and structure
in my everyday life.
The aid of visual stories and my daily routine chart (copy on wall
of school and at home) help me.

I do struggle with social
interactions, making friends
and at times verbal
communication, so it would
be nice if you could help me
with that. I hope that we
will have lots of fun
together and you will see
how amazing I am.
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Contact Information
Medication
Mum
Dad
Granny
Grandad
Mum email…..
Health Professionals
Occupational therapist
Tel –
E-mail – t
Health Visitor
TelEmail –

Bio- Melatonin. 3mg6mg prescribed daily.
Administered by
parents in evening.
Causes thirst and head
aches so please
ensure additional
fluids are available
throughout the day.

Lamotrigine 100mg
Given at 7pm Adam
likes half a glass of
water with his
tablet.
Consultant Paediatrician
Dr
Tel
GP
Dr
Tel –
Email –
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MY DIAGNOSIS
I am autistic and have a severe learning disability. I
also have diagnoses of epilepsy, sensory processing
disorder, and pica (I like to eat inedible objects).
How do my diagnoses affect me? Check out the points
below:
Cognitive skills – I can have problems expressing
myself, understanding things that are happening to
me, and understanding things that are happening
around me.
Speech and language – Being autistic with a learning
disability has resulted in me having a complex
communication disorder.
Challenging behaviours - If my needs are not met and I
am in pain or experiencing sensory overload, I might
hit out in distress. This is why it is very important to
understand and implement my sensory profile

Epilepsy– Please read my Epilepsy Page.
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IMPORTANT MEDICAL INFORMATION

EPILEPSY
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Sensory Information
What is Sensory Processing Difficulties?
Sensory Processing Difficulties is a condition in which the brain
has trouble receiving and responding to information that comes
in through the senses. An autistic person finds it difficult to pay
attention to input from more than one sensory channel at a
time
Sensory Channels include
•
•
•

Hearing –auditory system
Taste – Oral Sensory system
Smell – Olfactory system

•
•
•
•
•

Vision – Visual System
Tactile
Vestibular System
Proprioception
Interoception
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How it is different for Adam?
Sensory input is important to all, especially an autistic person.
Below is a diagram of the difference between an autistic person
and a neurotypical person, with regards to sensory processing.

Stimming
A stim might indicate there is a problem.
stim is NOT the problem
What is it?
•

A stim/stimming is a physical behaviour such as
movements or sounds used by individuals with autism and
sensory processing disorder. It provides a sensory input
that helps regulate their neurological state.

How I stim
•
•
•
•
•

Hand flapping
Spinning in circles
Lining toys up/tidying toys away
Echolalia
Movement

How it helps me
•
•
•

Stimming is healthy, functional and important
Stimming can – calm, comfort and communicate
Stimming might express – joy, excitement, fatigue, sensory
overload

How can you help me?
•
•
•

Ensure the area is safe and I am safe whilst stimming
Allow me to stim
Understand that it is essential for me
www.mycommpass.com

Auditory System
How we receive and process the information from the sensory
organs inside our ear. It is responsible for making sense of
language, picking up noise from the environment and alerting
the brain of danger.

How it affects me
I am hypersensitive to noise, where my brain may be telling me to
pay attention to a particular sensory input and I process this input as
being very intense.
I find it difficult knowing which information to pay attention to and
which to ignore. This can lead to me not paying attention to the
“correct thing” and experiencing sensory overload.
Difficulty to look at you in the eyes when speaking or listening
Difficulty with volume control
Finds sounds distressing or distorted
Finds it difficult to block out back ground noise and struggle to
concentrate
Tries to avoid crowded, loud places
Gets agitated when people are talking, singing, eating
Likes certain sounds and repeats them frequently
Echolalia – repeats what you have said and imitates your speech.
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Auditory System
How you can help me
•

Ask one question at a time,
give at least 5 seconds for me
to process and respond to the
question.

•

Allow me to answer before asking a second question

•

Don’t force eye contact, just praise me when successful
eye contact has been made.

•

Ensure my ear defenders are available/ offered

•

Allow me to wear my hood up, even inside as this helps to
muffle the noise and block the light.

•

Allow echolalia, this helps me process what you have said.

•

Ensure I am aware of a quite space I can go to if required.
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Oral Sensory Processing
Oral Sensory Processing is the way our brains receive input
from our mouth and jaw. When we eat or drink our mouth
sends information to our brain, temperature, texture and
taste. Our brain also receives proprioceptive information
from the joints of the jaw with different types of resistance.
How it affects me?
•

Difficulty producing sound for clear speech when anxious

•

Dribbles from mouth down chin (poor saliva control)

•

Over stuffs mouth with food, gags

•

Restricted dietary intake (prefers bland coloured food)

•

Prefers food not touching on plate

•

Prefers to eat with hands, does not like the feel of utensils in
mouth, will rub food round face and hands before eating

•

Bites non food objects

•

Difficulty drinking from a cup and often spills

•

Speech production behind peers (see communication section)

•

Difficulty sitting still on a chair when eating, moves, stands up,
sits down often
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Oral sensory system
How you can help me?
•

Be aware of SALT report and
current working targets

•

Provide me with a tissue and ask me
to wipe my chin and explain I am
dribbling.

•

Ask me to spit out all food that is in mouth, encourage to take
little bites and swallow before putting more in my mouth.

•

If I am over stuffing my mouth with food, I require proprioceptive
activities

•

I require full supervision when eating.

•

Provide me with a chew toy.

•

Always offer other food types to encourage a broaden diet.

•

Provide utensils and praise when I use but do not be negative
when I use my hands or rub food round on my face.

•

Only fill up my cup half full as it helps to prevent spilling.

•

Allow me to fidget and move on chair at meal times.
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Olfactory System
The olfactory system is how we pick up information about
odours and pass that information to the brain. It helps to
recognise if smells are dangerous, strong, faint etc. It is also
associated with the sense of taste which helps to create the
flavours we taste in food.

How it affects me?
•

Distressed with smells (e.g.
strong perfume, cleaning
products, air fresheners)

•

Prefers to eat odour less
food

•

Will cover nose and say
“Yuk”

How you can help me?
•

Wear less perfume and be aware of surrounding smells.

•

Ventilate area with open windows and offer me to leave
the room.
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Visual System
The visual system is how we take in and process sensory
information through our eyes and send information about the
environment to our brains.

How it affects me?
•

Fails to focus on a task due to visual distractions (Especially
electronic distractions)

•

Struggles to focus and decipher which items in his
surrounding are important and which ones to ignore.

•

Struggles to make eye contact, sometimes due to being
over stimulated and requiring stimuli to be removed.

•

Struggles to find specific objects such as his shoes

•

I am a visual seeker, which means I look for objects that
visually stimulate me to help regulate my nervous system
(iPad, compute, TV)

•

Repeatedly blink or puts hands over/around eyes if over
stimulated
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Visual System
How you can help me?
•

Reduce visual distractions, prefers to work in a tidy and
organised environment.

•

Be patient with me. Its not that I don’t understand I just take
longer to process what you have said. Allow at least 5
seconds.
Reduce the time I use electrical equipment. Turn them off
and put out of sight when I am finished.

•

•

Provide support and furthers forms of instruction if I am
struggling

•

If I ask, please can you close curtains/ blinds and provide me
with a darkened area to
reduce visual stimuli.

•

Praise me when I use “good eye
contact”

•

Allow me to wear my hood
up even indoors.

•

Be aware of my needs if I am
repetitively blinking to reduce
stimuli (stimming).
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Tactile System
The tactile system is how we interpret the information we get
from the receptors in our skin. Touch receptors are all over our
body not just in the hands. Our nervous system receives this
information and helps us to understand and differentiate
pressure, temperature, texture etc

How it affects me?
•

I have difficulty applying the correct pressure, resulting in
sometimes breaking pencils when I write.

•

I get anxious in crowded places and upset when people
bump into me.

•

I get nervous with unexpected touch

•

Struggles with certain hygiene tasks, requires assistance
with toileting

•

Finds it difficult to tolerate certain types of clothes

•

I have no understanding of danger, will touch hot water
and not react like a neurotypical person.

•

Finds it difficult to regulate my body temperature and
wear weather appropriate clothing.
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Tactile System
How you can help me?
•

Allow me to use my
fidget toys, ensure I know
how to access them

•

Be aware I require further
supervision

•

Be patient and
understanding if I apply the incorrect pressure to task

•

Allow me to stand at the back or front of a line to give me
space

•

Ensure I have correct clothing dependant on weather
conditions
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Vestibular System
The vestibular system is centred in the inner ear and relates to
balance and movement. It provides us with information about
the speed and direction of movement of both ourselves and our
surroundings. It helps us to move smoothly and efficiently.

How it affects me?
•

I seek and am satisfied by movement

•

Can move in an uncoordinated manner and can bump into objects
and people

•

Difficulty coordinating movement of mouth resulting in dribbling,
speech delay and spilling juice when trying to drink

•

Difficulty standing still and keeping balance

How you can help me?
•

Allow me to Stim – spin in circles etc, just ensure the surroundings
are safe.

•
•

Provide me with regular movement breaks
and understand the importance of these

•

Please don’t ask me to “stand still” as I find
this very difficult

•

Be understanding that I might bump into
you due to coordination but don’t mean
to hurt you.
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Proprioception System
Proprioception refers to the way our joints and muscles send
messages to our brains to provide information about
positioning and movement. The proprioceptive system helps us
to coordinate the movement of our arms and legs in an efficient
manner. This allows us to grade the force and direction of our
movements.

How it affects me?
•

Struggles to grade force appropriately e.g snaps pencil when writing

•

Has poor body awareness, often bumps into things

•

I seek and am satisfied by pushing, pulling and moving against
resistance

How you can help me?
•

Allow me to participate in proprioceptive activities throughout the
day e.g. holding doors open, stacking chairs, play dough

•

If you require me to pay attention at a specific time e.g assembly , if
you provide me with proprioceptive activity prior this will help me
regulate
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INTEROCEPTION SYSTEM

How it affects me?
•

Difficulty identifying emotions

•

Difficulty with flexibility
of thought

•

Understanding others
opinions can also be correct

•

Struggles realising my
temperature is too high
or too low

How you can help me?
•

Ensure I am appropriately clothed for the weather conditions

•

Encourage me to have flexibility of thought but understand I find it
difficult.
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Communication
In general I speak clearly however if I am anxious or excited
my speech can become difficult to understand. I can
communicate via speech, Makaton and visual aids.

Due to my sensory processing I
struggle with volume control and
often repeat what you have said
(echolalia) which is part of the
processing cycle for me
I may not use eye contact but I am
still listening.
Please ask one question at a time
and allow at least 5 seconds for me
to process and respond.

I am known to the speech and
language department. Please
be aware of the up to date
report and the outcomes we
are working towards.
www.mycommpass.com
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Verbal Communication
Never shout at me or use negative language. Do not
tell me to “shut up” or “that’s enough”. I try very hard
to communicate so bear with me. I sometimes use the
wrong words or expressions.

What I say:
Goggles or
Bored

What I mean:
ear defenders
Scared or Anxious

Hot or cold vice versa
sometimes I get
these mixed up !

Too big
White House

Struggling with a situation or
activity
Home
www.mycommpass.com
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Keeping me safe
Keeping me safe can be a difficult job as I have little
awareness of danger, so require someone with me
at all times

Never assume I will
act appropriately to
my environment. I
require supervision
but please don’t
continuously invade
me space

I am impulsive and a runner please take extra
care near roads as I might walk into the road
without realizing.
Please don’t cut corners – it can put me in the..

Things I Like
(Mood & energy depending)

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Taking and watching photos and videos
Numbers and adding
Stimming (See Slide **)
Visual Stories
Movement - running, fidgeting, jumping, climbing, sports,
balance, stimming etc
Trampoline
Chalk
Silence
Alone Time
Technology
Books
Water – swimming, playing with water, bath, shower.
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Things I Don’t Like
moods and energy dependent

•

Loud noises, fire alarm, school
bell

•

Feathers, or spiders

•

Repetitive noises e.g tapping

•

Bright lights

•

Standing or sitting still( for long
periods

•

Men with beards

•

Loud noisy People

•

Crowded or busy places

•

Unexpected social interactions
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:

Behaviour Support Plan
My challenging behaviour usually has a function.
I am letting you know that something is not quite
right, my needs are not being met.
To help my carers
understand my
communications
through behaviour, they
use a traffic signal
analogy.

Example self-injurious behaviours:
• Throwing self on the floor
• Biting the back of hands
• Hitting head with hands

‘Typical behaviour’
(Green) –

‘Problems are about to
occur’ (AMBER)

‘Challenging behaviour’

These signs can be
subtle, please take
the time to read on
to find out how to
recognise & react to
them.

(Red) – (CRISES)

‘Calming down – but remain cautious, could
slip back into Red’ (Blue) –

Example behaviour causing risk to self, others, & property:
•
•
•

Kicking
Hitting
Pushing

•
•
•

Biting
Throwing
Swiping things off surface

Behaviour Support Plan
Different types of strategy
Proactive:
Strategies used to meet my needs without me
needing to resort to challenging behaviour.

Reactive:
Strategies used to manage challenging
behaviour as safely & quickly as possible.

When using reactive strategies do not try to teach new
skills.
The following pages will describe proactive & reactive
strategies for each traffic light phase, as well as a description
of the defining behaviours.

After an incident my family should
be informed and a meeting
arranged with those concerned. If I
have been “struggling/ in the red
zone” it is important to learn how it
happened so that it can be avoided
if possible in the future

Behaviour Support Plan
Setting Events
Lots of people ask about the triggers for my behaviour,
but it’s important to know that setting events happen
before triggers.
A setting event is anything that increases a person’s
level of anxiety or unease, making everything else a bit
harder to cope with.
•
•
•

They can be inside events (pain, anxiety) or outside
events(change, noise).
They might have happened recently: e.g. not getting
enough sleep last night.
Or they might be currently happening: e.g. the lights are
too bright

Setting events build up over time. As they accumulate, I
will be more likely to display challenging behavior in
response to triggers.
As a result of this, never assume that because I’ve enjoyed
an activity one day, I’ll be happy to do it the next.

Proactive Plan – Green Phase
Behaviours:
ü Happy mood, relaxed, lots of smiles,
chatty
ü Able to mix with others and enjoying
activities with my peers
ü More likely to comply with requests
ü Happily move from area to area in the
nursery

Positive Support Strategies
ü Make sure I am in good health and hydrated.
I get thirsty and a dry mouth due to my medication
ü Give me praise when I am doing well
ü Allow me plenty of time to process information
ü Keep me informed
ü Ensure I am have not been incontinent (if you ask
I will tell you)
ü Ensure my aids are present, ear defenders,
fidget toys etc

Make sure EVERYONE working with me reads my passport
PRIOR to working with me.

Active Plan – Amber Phase
Behaviours:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

I get anxious
Stim – flap arms, spin in circles, blink
repetitively (PAGE ***)
Talk fast or make a “blah blah blah” noise
or reduce speech and become mute
Leans into you for deep pressure
Reduce eye contact, looks at floor
Hood up, ear defenders on, hat pulled
over face, covers ears
Jumping, pacing Leaning/banging full
body against objects such as walls
Knocks on objects usually to draw
attention that he is not comfortable
Stamps feet on floor

Positive Support Strategies
• Ask “what is wrong” I may need visual aids to be able to tell you or
Makaton signs.
• Distract me with offering another activity/going somewhere.
(proprioceptive activity)
• Talk about my family or favourite toys
• Respond to my request if possible
• Don’t confront me or stand over me, give me space
• Offer choices ( no more than 2) give me time to process and respond.
• Offer aids ear defenders etc
• Reduce visual commands and instructions
• Offer me my drink

Reactive Plan –Red Phase
Behaviours:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Lying on the floor
Incontinence
Spitting, growling or shouting
Opening and shutting doors forcefully
and repetitively
Pacing fast
Crying
Biting others, objects or self
Loosing speech completely
Hitting or grabbing - I don’t mean to
hurt you
Hiding under tables, chairs etc

Positive Support Strategies
•
•
•
•

Give me space but keep me in sight
Do not engage in conversation
Reduce demands and stimuli
Provide me with a quite not stimulating place

Post-Reactive Plan – Blue Phase
Behaviours:
•
•
•

Will sometimes be sad or upset
Will interact more, speech, eye contact
Usually very sleepy
May want a hug

Positive Support Strategies
•
•
•
•

Allow me time to chill out and
rest – 20 minutes plus
Make no demands
Show empathy – let me know you
understand my behaviour
Offer me a drink

After any incident my family should be informed and a
meeting arranged with those concerned. If I have been
“struggling/ red phase” it is important to learn how it
happened so that it can be avoided if possible in the
future.

Diet and Eating Habits
Due to Sensory difficulties I can only
tolerate certain food.
I know what I like and how I
like it on the plate.

I use divided plates at
home and prefer my food
not touching

I can use a knife
and fork well but
may need help
cutting up food. If I
choose to use my
fingers please don’t
chastise me, as it is
easier for me.
Often I rub new
foods round my
mouth prior to
eating, please allow
this as it is a part of
my sensory
processing.

My diet is mostly bland/cream
coloured foods but please do
offer me new foods to
encourage a varied diet.

Personal Care & Hygiene
I can toilet myself but need help after a bowel
movement to clean myself.
If I am anxious I can become incontinent, but I’m not always
aware so please check me regularly.

I forget that other people are around
and sometimes undress in my rush to
get to the toilet.

I struggle with dressing and
undressing, please help me.

Please suggest
appropriate
clothing given the
weather
conditions and
activity as I am
not good at
choosing
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My Family

Me and my Brother
Gavin

Me and my sister Eva

Gran Fay&
Pop Joe
Mum Joan &
Dad Kevin
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THANK-YOU
• Thank you everyone for
taking the time to get to
know me, and help me
get the best out of life.
Cheers
Adam!
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